Oreads Cycle Tour of Skye & Torridon

The towering bulk of Ben Nevis clear against an azure sky welcomed us to Corpach and the
Farr Cottage Bunkhouse. It was a good sign for our fortnight's cycle tour of Skye and Torridon.
Later that evening as we returned from the pub it got even better; the Ben, highlighted by the
setting sun, was glowing red above the still waters of Loch Linnhe. Next day (Sat.30 August)
we sailed to Armadale Skye from Mallaig on the 11.15 a.m. ferry; fifteen of us plus bikes,
panniers and several rucksacks. At ten crossings a day there was plenty of room and no need
to book. I tested all the bikes for weight before we started cycling and Gill Keeling's was by far
the heaviest (I couldn't lift the back wheel from the road!) After three miles or so word got to the
front that Mick had gone back to the ferry! Gill had left her rucksack on the pier at Mallaig. The
ferryman found the sac and brought it over on a later crossing for Mick to collect; so no harm
done.
The rest of us had
lunch by the ruins of Knock Castle a few miles north of Oronsay with good views over to
Knoydart and the Glenelg mountains; then uphill to Tocavaig Hotel for a welcome drink. We
followed the old road to Broadford with the Red Hills dominating the skyline, filled up our
panniers from the Co-op and one by one climbed the steps up to Broadford Hostel; the first 18
miles completed.
That night we dined at Ken and Polly Bryan's cottage; a sumptious affair with 16 bottles of wine,
beer and wonderful food set amidst Ken's stunning photographs and watercolours plus Polly's
batiks and fabrics with a genuine Harris Loom. Daisy the dog slept through most of it quite
unperturbed.
Next morning we set off for the thirty mile round trip to Elgol joined by Roger and Beryl's friend,
Dr John Perry, who would be with us for two days. On the roadside the old chapel cemetery
proved interesting and later Blaven above Loch Slapin was fantastic and brought back happy
memories for those of us who had traversed that delectable mountain.
We had lunch on the beach at Elgol with the Black Cuillin beckoning us across Loch Scavaig.
Later the Elgol coffee shop did us proud as we sat in sunshine with cream teas, toasties etc.
and prepared ourselves for the 1 in 4 hill on our return journey. Some of us dined at the
Broadford Hotel that night where we had a good meal, live music and a coach load of old ladies
to talk to. As we were leaving one of them was heard to say "those motorbike people are very
nice!"
Monday 1st September was a typical misty Skye day as we started an easy ride via Strollamus
and Loch Ainort then the old road to Moll with views of Scalpay and Raasay. Mick spotted a
large buzzard on a fence post near Sligachan and we also saw three herons flying along the
shoreline. Later that afternoon as we neared Portree we visited the excellent Sea Eagle
exhibition at the Aros Centre and also saw bottle nosed dolphins swimming and diving in
Portree Bay against the backdrop of Ben Tianavaig. Twenty six miles on the day and our bed
for the night was in the old Post Office in Portree Square, now a fine bunkhouse.
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We left at 10 a.m. next morning still with the sounds of the pipes from last night's three hour
ceilidh in our heads. Duntulm Castle Hotel was our destination almost thirty miles away at the
top end of the Trotternish peninsular. The first dinosaur bone to be found in Scotland was
discovered here on this peninsular as recently as 1994. The Jurassic rocks are yielding secrets
they have held for 175 million years. The bone found was from a Sauropod, a plant eating beast
that would have been 15 metres long.
For most of us though our main interest was the spectacular natural beauty of this region and
we had plenty of time to take it in on the slow bottom gear ascents of the many hills. At the crest
of the first long climb we had a fine view of misty Storr Mountain and the 160' pinnacle of the
Old Man of Storr rising above Loch Fada. The pinnacle is basalt rock and was first climbed by
Don Whillans followed years later by Guy Lee and then our own Chris Radcliffe.
The hills went on forever but we had many stops, one at Ken Bryan's Three Herons Studio at
Culnacnoc. Tea was served and framed photographs purchased to be delivered to the ferry
later. Also a stop at Kilt Rock where the vertical columns of jointed Dolerite gave a pleated
effect hence the name.
By the time we reached the Quiraing area the skies were clear and in the distance we could see
the mainland hills, the Torridons, An Tealach and Applecross plus the golden beaches of
Gairloch. The weather now was warm and sunny, the best part of the day; we had a
get-together near the turn for Flodigarry when most wanted to press on to the hotel and prepare
for dinner. Margaret, Derrick Burgess, Gerry Shaw and myself decided to continue this euphoric
feeling so turned off our route and cycled down the steep hill to the Country House Hotel for
welcome drinks. We sat outside on a castellated balcony in the sun with superb views of Staffin
Bay and the mainland hills. An hour or so later when we arrived at the Duntulm Hotel it was an
even more incredible setting when looking out across the silvered sea to Harris and Lewis and
the Clisham mountains with the ruins of the ancient castle making an impressive foreground.
The morning of Wednesday 3rd September was Skye at its worst with strong winds against us
and driving rain as we cycled south towards Uig. I was hoping it would soon improve as we had
nearly 40 miles to go. The excellent Skye Museum of Highland Life at Kilmuir was a welcome
diversion and we also visited Flora MacDonald's monument in Kilmuir cemetery. (Despite being
imprisoned in the Tower of London for 2 years for helping Bonnie Prince Charles to escape.
Flora was eventually released and allowed to return to her native land.)
We took the minor road from Kilmuir into torrential rain then joined the main road again a few
miles further on as skies started to clear. Later a car desperate to overtake Uschi on the inside
forced itself into a ditch blocking the main road for about half an hour (a lorry had to pull them
out!). Then I had a puncture and the tyre came off the rim so I was forced to carry the bike to
avoid more damage as there was no edge on the road and I was squeezed in by heavy traffic
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from the Uig ferry. George Reynolds and Gerry came running down the hill to help me. In a
lay-by on the hill crest the team work was like a Formula One pit stop - George and Gill
mending the puncture in steady rain (how the patch stayed on I'll never know) with Gerry
checking for thorns and he found 2!
On the road once more we then had a pub stop for lunch at Uig. Soup, toasties, beer and teas
which we needed as most of us were by now really wet. The welcome afternoon sun soon dried
our clothes en route for Sligachan Bunkhouse. A spoke had broken in Mick's rear wheel earlier
and Roger Turner, who had had his car since day three, had taken him to Portree to get a new
one fitted. We had arranged to meet Mick at Carbost that afternoon but realized much too late
that there are two Carbosts on Skye!
Despite our detour we were all going well and, fortified with more tea and scones at the Aros
Centre, the long, long climb towards Sligachan was accomplished without walking. We dined in
the pub that night, 15 of us plus Ken and Polly; yet another great day out.
On Thursday 4th September we cycled to Sconser and caught the 11.30a.m. ferry to the Island
of Raasay. Fifteen minutes later we landed on the pier; my last visit had been nearly 30 years
ago. The weather, as then, was brilliant and we cycled northwards along the coast towards
Raasay House, stopping en route at the Island's only shop where everyone seemed to buy
something! The House, a fine old building where Dr Johnson and Boswell stayed on their tour of
the Hebrides in 1791, is now an outdoor and visitor center also serving cream teas on the
spacious lawns. I asked the waitress where the two stone mermaids were that used to adorn
the lawn and she pointed them out on a headland about half a mile away. We reached them
later by an interesting off road route. The seven foot long figures were looking out to sea and
across to the impressive mountains of Skye, a much better position for them than the flat greens
of Rassay House. Our party of 15 had now gone in various directions to explore the island,
including Derrick making a solo ascent by cycle and on foot of Dun Caan, the highest point.
Friday the 5th started wet and windy when we were heading for Plockton via the old road and
the Skye Bridge, a distance of around 35 miles. My gears gave trouble right from the start, but
with help from Gerry and his WD40, plus cleaning the jockey wheels with twigs, I eventually
made it to Broadford just as the rear wheel started to seize up. Leaving everyone having their
lunch in the sun I cycled along the Elgol road to the cycle hire house. The man who answered
the door bell was wearing a black suit and black tie. I'm off to a funeral at Lochalsh in five
minutes" he said. However he did have a look at the wheel, gave me advice on what to do and
said if necessary he could fit a new block in three hours time! On hearing the news the lads
were keen to set to themselves; within seconds Graham produced a pair of blue rubber gloves
and, with fingers twitching and the help of Colin and Gerry plus a small screwdriver, he started
poking around. Twenty minutes later he produced a four inch strip of rubber bungee (from the
pannier) that had somehow become embedded inside the free wheel block. After this we made
good progress to the Skye Bridge and a free crossing to the Kyle of Lochalsh. The funeral
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cortege held us up for a time but eventually, after several long hill climbs, we reached the
excellent Station Bunkhouse above Plockton.
In the morning some explored the nearby castle that had been on TV recently, whilst the rest of
us had a pleasant hour on the sea front in Plockton village enjoying the hot sunshine and the
splendid views across the bay. After a ride of about 12 miles, some of it in heavy rain, we
reached the welcome pub at Strathcarron. The place was very busy serving meals as well as
drinks - it was Saturday lunchtime - but we all found seats and Gerry bought an enormous bowl
of chips which he shared. Later as we reached the Achnasheen road we decided to visit
Lochcarron, a four mile round trip in the wrong direction. It was worth it though as we bought
supplies from the Spa shop, met Shirley and Molly on their way to Torridon and indulged in
cream teas in the hot sun by the lochside.
Refreshed yet again we set off in little groups on the undulating road to the infamous Gerry's
Hostel at Craig two miles east of Achnashellach. We arrived almost last to find everyone outside
being eaten alive by midges. Janet and George were wearing their 'Green Toad' headgear
which is very effective if you don't mind looking ridiculous. The main snag was the water supply
had been contaminated by sewage, although there was a supply of bottled water for teeth
cleaning! The kitchen was primitive but the girls did a marvelous job with the food and our Gerry
made a fantastic wood fire to compliment the large midge blasters in the downstairs lounge. As
Mick and Gill dined (last due to a shortage of tables) the electrics failed, but the firelight and
various candles provided a romantic setting in their anniversary week.
As well as our gang there was also a group of mountain walkers from Aberdeen and as the
evening progressed someone asked them the best way to cross the Coulin Pass. Together with
Hostel Gerry they said take the tarmac drive near the hostel then turn right and follow a good
track to the top of the Pass. Simple! But I was a little worried about this route as none of them
had done it on cycles. Mike would not be with us on the off road route as his bike had another
spoke broken and Roger was kindly taking him to Strathpeffer to hopefully get it fixed.
Sunday 7th September was a brilliant day and we had agreed on a 9.30am start but the 'A'
team and the midges were up early. Colin said to escape the midges they would leave at 8.45
am and I said we would follow their route at the agreed time. Roger and Mick had left in the car
taking gear from some of us. Janet, George, Gerry, Stuart, Edith and the two of us started on
the agreed route when after 30 minutes Edith's phone rang with Uschi advising us to turn back
as they were having to carry the bikes and really struggling. Gerry continued to investigate but
the rest of us freewheeled down to the main road and then turned right for Achnashellach
Station and the correct start of the track. It was two miles away but at least we would be more
certain of the route.
After crossing the railway line we went straight ahead through some trees and a gate onto a
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broad Land Rover track. We pushed our bikes for a mile or so then, as the track leveled, we
were able to cycle along contouring the hillside through a dense forest. An hour later as we
cleared the main trees we saw a sign pointing steeply down on our right. Pony track to Craig the
sign said - some path, some pony. If he wished Colin could now write Cycle Path on it!
The top was reached at a deer fence with magnificent views of the Ben Eighe massive; it was
11.30am and we'd taken just over two hours since leaving the hostel. We cycled down as far as
a huge grey boulder and stopped there for a well earned drink. The trail down was rough but
rideable and I thought it was Janet's finest hour on a bicycle. We had lunch by Loch Clair in
glorious sunshine before the splendid ride down Glen Torridon beneath the frowning buttress of
Liathach. The excellent Torridon Hostel was reached at 3.45 pm. Everyone was there except
Gerry, but Roger had spotted him drinking in Kinlochewe, having taken the long way round by
road from Achnasheen.
I had booked for three nights which meant we had two days to chill out but of course nobody
did! Graham Foster climbed Liathach via the west ridge over Sgorr a'Chadail 2287' to Mullach
an Rathian 3353' then descended down the stone chute to the hostel. Derek and George
caught a bus then walked to Coire Mhic Fhearchair returning round the back of Liathach and
along Loch Torridon. The rest of us cycled on both days sometimes on very rough tracks visiting
Loch Damph, Shieldaig, Inveralligin and Diabaig. One day, due to Mick's eye being taken by a
type of boat called a Manchester Winkler, we had a nice chat to Ian Reynolds who had come to
live in the area and would not go South again (he had had his photographs in the Classic Walks
etc. set of books). Gerry cycled the Coulin Pass in reverse returning via Kishorn. We explored
the beaches and scrambled on the sandstone cliffs all in bright sunny weather apart from one
short shower. On our last night there we dined out at the Ben Damph Bar with Stan and Edith
Moore, Molly and Shirley and finished off the evening back at the Hostel.
Wednesday 10th September was by far the best day for weather of the holiday, warm and
sunny from the start so we saw the Torridon mountains at their best (apart from a lack of
snow!). Loch Torridon was like a huge mill pond, not a ripple on the water. Shieldaig was the
same and we made many stops for photographs before the long climb up Glen Shieldaig and
the hoped for views of the Applecross mountains. Alas it was not to be, all the hills west were
shrouded in mist.
We made good progress through Kishorn then through the narrow Kishorn Pass and the
fantastic free wheel to Lochcarron. We gathered together at the lochside teashop and spent a
pleasant hour outside in the sun with Dougie and Doreen Godlington, who had driven over from
the Black Isle area to see Roger and Beryl Turner.
We all survived the steep hills from Strathcarron to Plockton, although Margaret was pushed
into a ditch by a BMW that did not stop. That evening the 15 of us dined in the Station
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Restaurant Plockton. This was a pre-booked meal of excellent quality and at a reasonable price
- a fitting end to our longest day's ride of 42 miles.
Thursday was only a short ride to Kyleakin so we had a late breakfast then explored Plockton
and the beaches nearby. It started to rain as we left Duirinish, the wind getting stronger by the
minute. We reached the Skye Bridge in gale force winds and driving rain and by the time we
had struggled across, walking most of the way, we were completely soaked. The White Heather
Hotel at the end of the pier made us very welcome and immediately strated to dry our wet gear.
We dined at the Kings Arms Hotel a few minutes walk away which was yet another first class
meal, this time in the company of around one hundred Americans and fifty or so Germans. Who
said Scotland would be quieter in September!
Friday 12th September - Kyleakin to Armadale YH via Talisker Bay - was by far our toughest
ride of the Tour. Cycling via Broadford we stopped for lunch at the Isle of Oronsay Hotel cheese and onion toasties - wow! An old guy at the bar asked for my stool as he was older than
me! It turned out he was an old climber called Patsy Morris who knew Dennis Gray and had
climbed with Don Whillans.
Next door to the hotel we were able to sample free malt whisky at the local distillery. I think the
man in charge was probably glad to see the back of us. The loop road to Talisker was one of
the hilliest any of us had done. Gerry said we climbed from sea level to around 1000' at least
three times including a 1 in 5 hill.
Our last night on Skye proved to be an anti-climax due to gale force winds all ten ferries to
Mallaig were cancelled so we had an extra days rest and an extra night in the hostel. We sailed
on the first ferry on Sunday morning, the weather was brilliant as we watched the hills of Skye
recede and the magical mountains of Knoydart appear ahead of us. I clocked 360 miles for the
round trip and some must have done well over 400 miles. It had been a fabulous trip with great
company and generally good weather; we'd made many new friends in diverse locations
amongst the best mountain country in Britain and we all look forward to the next time.
Thanks to everyone for making it such a splendid trip. Here's to the next time: Colin and Uschi,
Derrick, Edith, George and Janet, Gerry, Graham, John, Mick and Gill, Roger and Beryl, and
Stuart.
Gordon & Margaret Gadsby
The towering bulk of Ben Nevis clear against an azure sky welcomed us to Corpach and the
Farr Cottage Bunkhouse. It was a good sign for our fortnight's cycle tour of Skye and Torridon.
Later that evening as we returned from the pub it got even better; the Ben, highlighted by the
setting sun, was glowing red above the still waters of Loch Linnhe.
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Next day (Sat.30 August) we sailed to Armadale Skye from Mallaig on the 11.15 a.m. ferry;
fifteen of us plus bikes, panniers and several rucksacks. At ten crossings a day there was plenty
of room and no need to book. I tested all the bikes for weight before we started cycling and Gill
Keeling's was by far the heaviest (I couldn't lift the back wheel from the road!) After three miles
or so word got to the front that Mick had gone back to the ferry! Gill had left her rucksack on the
pier at Mallaig. The ferryman found the sac and brought it over on a later crossing for Mick to
collect; so no harm done.
The rest of us had lunch by the ruins of Knock Castle a few miles north of Oronsay with good
views over to Knoydart and the Glenelg mountains; then uphill to Tocavaig Hotel for a welcome
drink. We followed the old road to Broadford with the Red Hills dominating the skyline, filled up
our panniers from the Co-op and one by one climbed the steps up to Broadford Hostel; the first
18 miles completed.
That night we dined at Ken and Polly Bryan's cottage; a sumptious affair with 16 bottles of wine,
beer and wonderful food set amidst Ken's stunning photographs and watercolours plus Polly's
batiks and fabrics with a genuine Harris Loom. Daisy the dog slept through most of it quite
unperturbed.
Next morning we set off for the thirty mile round trip to Elgol joined by Roger and Beryl's friend,
Dr John Perry, who would be with us for two days. On the roadside the old chapel cemetery
proved interesting and later Blaven above Loch Slapin was fantastic and brought back happy
memories for those of us who had traversed that delectable mountain.
We had lunch on the beach at Elgol with the Black Cuillin beckoning us across Loch Scavaig.
Later the Elgol coffee shop did us proud as we sat in sunshine with cream teas, toasties etc.
and prepared ourselves for the 1 in 4 hill on our return journey. Some of us dined at the
Broadford Hotel that night where we had a good meal, live music and a coach load of old ladies
to talk to. As we were leaving one of them was heard to say "those motorbike people are very
nice!"
Monday 1st September was a typical misty Skye day as we started an easy ride via Strollamus
and Loch Ainort then the old road to Moll with views of Scalpay and Raasay. Mick spotted a
large buzzard on a fence post near Sligachan and we also saw three herons flying along the
shoreline. Later that afternoon as we neared Portree we visited the excellent Sea Eagle
exhibition at the Aros Centre and also saw bottle nosed dolphins swimming and diving in
Portree Bay against the backdrop of Ben Tianavaig. Twenty six miles on the day and our bed
for the night was in the old Post Office in Portree Square, now a fine bunkhouse.
We left at 10 a.m. next morning still with the sounds of the pipes from last night's three hour
ceilidh in our heads. Duntulm Castle Hotel was our destination almost thirty miles away at the
top end of the Trotternish peninsular. The first dinosaur bone to be found in Scotland was
discovered here on this peninsular as recently as 1994. The Jurassic rocks are yielding secrets
they have held for 175 million years. The bone found was from a Sauropod, a plant eating beast
that would have been 15 metres long.
For most of us though our main interest was the spectacular natural beauty of this region and
we had plenty of time to take it in on the slow bottom gear ascents of the many hills. At the crest
of the first long climb we had a fine view of misty Storr Mountain and the 160' pinnacle of the
Old Man of Storr rising above Loch Fada. The pinnacle is basalt rock and was first climbed by
Don Whillans followed years later by Guy Lee and then our own Chris Radcliffe.
The hills went on forever but we had many stops, one at Ken Bryan's Three Herons Studio at
Culnacnoc. Tea was served and framed photographs purchased to be delivered to the ferry
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later. Also a stop at Kilt Rock where the vertical columns of jointed Dolerite gave a pleated
effect hence the name.
By the time we reached the Quiraing area the skies were clear and in the distance we could see
the mainland hills, the Torridons, An Tealach and Applecross plus the golden beaches of
Gairloch. The weather now was warm and sunny, the best part of the day; we had a
get-together near the turn for Flodigarry when most wanted to press on to the hotel and prepare
for dinner. Margaret, Derrick Burgess, Gerry Shaw and myself decided to continue this euphoric
feeling so turned off our route and cycled down the steep hill to the Country House Hotel for
welcome drinks. We sat outside on a castellated balcony in the sun with superb views of Staffin
Bay and the mainland hills. An hour or so later when we arrived at the Duntulm Hotel it was an
even more incredible setting when looking out across the silvered sea to Harris and Lewis and
the Clisham mountains with the ruins of the ancient castle making an impressive foreground.
The morning of Wednesday 3rd September was Skye at its worst with strong winds against us
and driving rain as we cycled south towards Uig. I was hoping it would soon improve as we had
nearly 40 miles to go. The excellent Skye Museum of Highland Life at Kilmuir was a welcome
diversion and we also visited Flora MacDonald's monument in Kilmuir cemetery. (Despite being
imprisoned in the Tower of London for 2 years for helping Bonnie Prince Charles to escape.
Flora was eventually released and allowed to return to her native land.)
We took the minor road from Kilmuir into torrential rain then joined the main road again a few
miles further on as skies started to clear. Later a car desperate to overtake Uschi on the inside
forced itself into a ditch blocking the main road for about half an hour (a lorry had to pull them
out!). Then I had a puncture and the tyre came off the rim so I was forced to carry the bike to
avoid more damage as there was no edge on the road and I was squeezed in by heavy traffic
from the Uig ferry. George Reynolds and Gerry came running down the hill to help me. In a
lay-by on the hill crest the team work was like a Formula One pit stop - George and Gill
mending the puncture in steady rain (how the patch stayed on I'll never know) with Gerry
checking for thorns and he found 2!
On the road once more we then had a pub stop for lunch at Uig. Soup, toasties, beer and teas
which we needed as most of us were by now really wet. The welcome afternoon sun soon dried
our clothes en route for Sligachan Bunkhouse. A spoke had broken in Mick's rear wheel earlier
and Roger Turner, who had had his car since day three, had taken him to Portree to get a new
one fitted. We had arranged to meet Mick at Carbost that afternoon but realized much too late
that there are two Carbosts on Skye!
Despite our detour we were all going well and, fortified with more tea and scones at the Aros
Centre, the long, long climb towards Sligachan was accomplished without walking. We dined in
the pub that night, 15 of us plus Ken and Polly; yet another great day out.
On Thursday 4th September we cycled to Sconser and caught the 11.30a.m. ferry to the Island
of Raasay. Fifteen minutes later we landed on the pier; my last visit had been nearly 30 years
ago. The weather, as then, was brilliant and we cycled northwards along the coast towards
Raasay House, stopping en route at the Island's only shop where everyone seemed to buy
something! The House, a fine old building where Dr Johnson and Boswell stayed on their tour of
the Hebrides in 1791, is now an outdoor and visitor center also serving cream teas on the
spacious lawns. I asked the waitress where the two stone mermaids were that used to adorn
the lawn and she pointed them out on a headland about half a mile away. We reached them
later by an interesting off road route. The seven foot long figures were looking out to sea and
across to the impressive mountains of Skye, a much better position for them than the flat greens
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of Rassay House. Our party of 15 had now gone in various directions to explore the island,
including Derrick making a solo ascent by cycle and on foot of Dun Caan, the highest point.
Friday the 5th started wet and windy when we were heading for Plockton via the old road and
the Skye Bridge, a distance of around 35 miles. My gears gave trouble right from the start, but
with help from Gerry and his WD40, plus cleaning the jockey wheels with twigs, I eventually
made it to Broadford just as the rear wheel started to seize up. Leaving everyone having their
lunch in the sun I cycled along the Elgol road to the cycle hire house. The man who answered
the door bell was wearing a black suit and black tie. I'm off to a funeral at Lochalsh in five
minutes" he said. However he did have a look at the wheel, gave me advice on what to do and
said if necessary he could fit a new block in three hours time! On hearing the news the lads
were keen to set to themselves; within seconds Graham produced a pair of blue rubber gloves
and, with fingers twitching and the help of Colin and Gerry plus a small screwdriver, he started
poking around. Twenty minutes later he produced a four inch strip of rubber bungee (from the
pannier) that had somehow become embedded inside the free wheel block. After this we made
good progress to the Skye Bridge and a free crossing to the Kyle of Lochalsh. The funeral
cortege held us up for a time but eventually, after several long hill climbs, we reached the
excellent Station Bunkhouse above Plockton.
In the morning some explored the nearby castle that had been on TV recently, whilst the rest of
us had a pleasant hour on the sea front in Plockton village enjoying the hot sunshine and the
splendid views across the bay. After a ride of about 12 miles, some of it in heavy rain, we
reached the welcome pub at Strathcarron. The place was very busy serving meals as well as
drinks - it was Saturday lunchtime - but we all found seats and Gerry bought an enormous bowl
of chips which he shared. Later as we reached the Achnasheen road we decided to visit
Lochcarron, a four mile round trip in the wrong direction. It was worth it though as we bought
supplies from the Spa shop, met Shirley and Molly on their way to Torridon and indulged in
cream teas in the hot sun by the lochside.
Refreshed yet again we set off in little groups on the undulating road to the infamous Gerry's
Hostel at Craig two miles east of Achnashellach. We arrived almost last to find everyone outside
being eaten alive by midges. Janet and George were wearing their 'Green Toad' headgear
which is very effective if you don't mind looking ridiculous. The main snag was the water supply
had been contaminated by sewage, although there was a supply of bottled water for teeth
cleaning! The kitchen was primitive but the girls did a marvelous job with the food and our Gerry
made a fantastic wood fire to compliment the large midge blasters in the downstairs lounge. As
Mick and Gill dined (last due to a shortage of tables) the electrics failed, but the firelight and
various candles provided a romantic setting in their anniversary week.
As well as our gang there was also a group of mountain walkers from Aberdeen and as the
evening progressed someone asked them the best way to cross the Coulin Pass. Together with
Hostel Gerry they said take the tarmac drive near the hostel then turn right and follow a good
track to the top of the Pass. Simple! But I was a little worried about this route as none of them
had done it on cycles. Mike would not be with us on the off road route as his bike had another
spoke broken and Roger was kindly taking him to Strathpeffer to hopefully get it fixed.
Sunday 7th September was a brilliant day and we had agreed on a 9.30am start but the 'A'
team and the midges were up early. Colin said to escape the midges they would leave at 8.45
am and I said we would follow their route at the agreed time. Roger and Mick had left in the car
taking gear from some of us. Janet, George, Gerry, Stuart, Edith and the two of us started on
the agreed route when after 30 minutes Edith's phone rang with Uschi advising us to turn back
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as they were having to carry the bikes and really struggling. Gerry continued to investigate but
the rest of us freewheeled down to the main road and then turned right for Achnashellach
Station and the correct start of the track. It was two miles away but at least we would be more
certain of the route.
After crossing the railway line we went straight ahead through some trees and a gate onto a
broad Land Rover track. We pushed our bikes for a mile or so then, as the track leveled, we
were able to cycle along contouring the hillside through a dense forest. An hour later as we
cleared the main trees we saw a sign pointing steeply down on our right. Pony track to Craig the
sign said - some path, some pony. If he wished Colin could now write Cycle Path on it!
The top was reached at a deer fence with magnificent views of the Ben Eighe massive; it was
11.30am and we'd taken just over two hours since leaving the hostel. We cycled down as far as
a huge grey boulder and stopped there for a well earned drink. The trail down was rough but
rideable and I thought it was Janet's finest hour on a bicycle. We had lunch by Loch Clair in
glorious sunshine before the splendid ride down Glen Torridon beneath the frowning buttress of
Liathach. The excellent Torridon Hostel was reached at 3.45 pm. Everyone was there except
Gerry, but Roger had spotted him drinking in Kinlochewe, having taken the long way round by
road from Achnasheen.
I had booked for three nights which meant we had two days to chill out but of course nobody
did! Graham Foster climbed Liathach via the west ridge over Sgorr a'Chadail 2287' to Mullach
an Rathian 3353' then descended down the stone chute to the hostel. Derek and George
caught a bus then walked to Coire Mhic Fhearchair returning round the back of Liathach and
along Loch Torridon. The rest of us cycled on both days sometimes on very rough tracks visiting
Loch Damph, Shieldaig, Inveralligin and Diabaig. One day, due to Mick's eye being taken by a
type of boat called a Manchester Winkler, we had a nice chat to Ian Reynolds who had come to
live in the area and would not go South again (he had had his photographs in the Classic Walks
etc. set of books). Gerry cycled the Coulin Pass in reverse returning via Kishorn. We explored
the beaches and scrambled on the sandstone cliffs all in bright sunny weather apart from one
short shower. On our last night there we dined out at the Ben Damph Bar with Stan and Edith
Moore, Molly and Shirley and finished off the evening back at the Hostel.
Wednesday 10th September was by far the best day for weather of the holiday, warm and
sunny from the start so we saw the Torridon mountains at their best (apart from a lack of
snow!). Loch Torridon was like a huge mill pond, not a ripple on the water. Shieldaig was the
same and we made many stops for photographs before the long climb up Glen Shieldaig and
the hoped for views of the Applecross mountains. Alas it was not to be, all the hills west were
shrouded in mist.
We made good progress through Kishorn then through the narrow Kishorn Pass and the
fantastic free wheel to Lochcarron. We gathered together at the lochside teashop and spent a
pleasant hour outside in the sun with Dougie and Doreen Godlington, who had driven over from
the Black Isle area to see Roger and Beryl Turner.
We all survived the steep hills from Strathcarron to Plockton, although Margaret was pushed
into a ditch by a BMW that did not stop. That evening the 15 of us dined in the Station
Restaurant Plockton. This was a pre-booked meal of excellent quality and at a reasonable price
- a fitting end to our longest day's ride of 42 miles.
Thursday was only a short ride to Kyleakin so we had a late breakfast then explored Plockton
and the beaches nearby. It started to rain as we left Duirinish, the wind getting stronger by the
minute. We reached the Skye Bridge in gale force winds and driving rain and by the time we
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had struggled across, walking most of the way, we were completely soaked. The White Heather
Hotel at the end of the pier made us very welcome and immediately strated to dry our wet gear.
We dined at the Kings Arms Hotel a few minutes walk away which was yet another first class
meal, this time in the company of around one hundred Americans and fifty or so Germans. Who
said Scotland would be quieter in September!
Friday 12th September - Kyleakin to Armadale YH via Talisker Bay - was by far our toughest
ride of the Tour. Cycling via Broadford we stopped for lunch at the Isle of Oronsay Hotel cheese and onion toasties - wow! An old guy at the bar asked for my stool as he was older than
me! It turned out he was an old climber called Patsy Morris who knew Dennis Gray and had
climbed with Don Whillans.
Next door to the hotel we were able to sample free malt whisky at the local distillery. I think the
man in charge was probably glad to see the back of us. The loop road to Talisker was one of
the hilliest any of us had done. Gerry said we climbed from sea level to around 1000' at least
three times including a 1 in 5 hill.
Our last night on Skye proved to be an anti-climax due to gale force winds all ten ferries to
Mallaig were cancelled so we had an extra days rest and an extra night in the hostel. We sailed
on the first ferry on Sunday morning, the weather was brilliant as we watched the hills of Skye
recede and the magical mountains of Knoydart appear ahead of us. I clocked 360 miles for the
round trip and some must have done well over 400 miles. It had been a fabulous trip with great
company and generally good weather; we'd made many new friends in diverse locations
amongst the best mountain country in Britain and we all look forward to the next time.
Thanks to everyone for making it such a splendid trip. Here's to the next time: Colin and Uschi,
Derrick, Edith, George and Janet, Gerry, Graham, John, Mick and Gill, Roger and Beryl, and
Stuart.
Gordon & Margaret Gadsby
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